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How to Disable Loading of Remote
Content & Images in Mail for Mac

Emails often contain remotely loaded content, and most email clients, the
Mac Mail app included, will default to automatically loading those remote
images and remote content into an email. This is convenient and desired by
many as it makes HTML and rich emails appear as intended, including
things like HTML signatures.

But loading of remote content in email messages can also be undesirable for
some Mac users, because remotely loaded content can also be used by an
email sender to serve as a read receipt, or even as an attack vector by
unscrupulous types (as we see right now with the efail GPG scare). Finally,
some Mac users may want to disable remote loading of content in emails
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because it can reduce bandwidth usage, which can be helpful for cellular
plans and low speed internet connections.

We’ll show you how to disable loading of remote content found in email
messages within the Mail for Mac app.

How to Disable Remote Loading of Content and
Images in Mail for Mac

The process of turning off remote loading of images and content in Mail on
Mac is slightly different depending on what version of macOS you are
running. We’ll cover how to do this in macOS Monterey and newer, as well
as macOS Big Sur and earlier.

Disabling remote loading of content and images in Mail means you must
manually approve the loading of remote images on a per-email basis.

Disabling Remote Loading of Images & Content in Mail
for macOS Monterey and newer

1. Open the Mail app in Mac OS
2. Pull down the “Mail” menu and go to “Preferences”
3. Choose the “Privacy” tab
4. Uncheck the box for “Protect Mail Activity” to reveal access to

additional settings
5. Toggle the switch for “Block All Remote Content” to the ON position
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Block remote loading content and images in Mail on Mac

6. Exit out of Mail Preferences

Disabling Remote Loading of Images in Mail for macOS
Big Sur and earlier

Going forward, all new inbound email messages with any remote content,
images, read receipts and email open confirmations, rich email HTML
signatures with images, and other email tracking and remotely loaded data
will no longer automatically load into the email message, instead they must
be approved on each email.

Approving the loading of remote content on each email message can be
annoying, and emails will be unstyled and uglier by default with this setting
enabled. But, it also has benefits, like preventing a sender from knowing if
you opened an email message. That can be particularly useful for spammers
and unsolicited emails because they often use those read receipts to confirm
that an email address is valid and that someone looked at the email message.
Additionally, many email HTML signatures also include those read trackers,
so blocking remotely loaded content can simultaneously break the intended
appearance of an email signatures with images while also stopping that read
receipt behavior.

https://osxdaily.com/2016/02/03/make-html-signature-mac-mail-os-x/
https://osxdaily.com/2016/07/21/create-image-email-signature-mail-mac/
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There are also potential security and privacy benefits to disabling remotely
loaded content in messages, like preventing the efail GPG exploit (some
researchers are recommending disabling remote loading content/images in
addition to using Signal for encrypted communication too, at least until that
security GPG bug is patched), or other potentially similar attack vectors.

This is really somewhat advanced, and whether or not it makes sense for you
to disable remote loading of content in email messages is entirely up to you,
your tolerance for read receipts and related privacy implications, your
bandwidth, and much more. Most regular Mac Mail users will probably not
want to disable this feature however.

If you’re disabling remote content loading in email messages on the Mac
Mail app, you might want to also disable remote loading of content and
images in email messages on Mail for iPhone and iPad as well.

Have any tips or thoughts on remotely loaded email content? Share with us
in the comments below!

https://www.eff.org/deeplinks/2018/05/attention-pgp-users-new-vulnerabilities-require-you-take-action-now
https://osxdaily.com/2018/05/12/how-setup-use-signal-mac/
https://osxdaily.com/2013/05/09/stop-images-loading-automatically-mail-ios/

